Involvement of the motor system in perceiving and understanding the external world: A computational account

Abstract: How do we understand the external world and how do we learn from other agents? To answer this question I will present --within a unified theoretical, computational and robotic framework-- an embodied view of individual and social cognition, in which the understanding of the external environment and the social milieu is fully grounded in the sensorimotor processes of perception and action.

The point of departure is the “motor simulation theory” according to which the brain constructs internal models of the body and the external world for engaging in overt goal-directed actions; in turn, once established, these internal models support “motor understanding” of the external world in terms of possible action patterns. This theory reuses the concept of generative and predictive models, well established in computational motor control and neuroscience for the study of perceptual and motor processes, and is supported by the seminal discovery of mirror neurons in the monkey brain which linked --for the first time-- two functions that were traditionally segregated: action planning and social understanding.

In this talk I will present some recent achievements in the field of social robotics that exploit the above idea of motor simulation: How can robots acquire models of --and from-- the external world? How can they use those to understand others’ actions and intentions? Can said models be deliberately modified at run-time to increase the likelihood of being understood by the others? How could robots engage in complex joint actions with humans? I will also present few ongoing international projects I am involved with and linked with the overall goals introduced above.
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